
INT. SMALL OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS

There is a YOUNG MAN in the office, behind the desk.

SCOTT
(To Young Man)

Give us a moment, please.

YOUNG MAN
But this is my-

SCOTT
Get out.  Now.  Five minutes.

The YOUNG MAN gets up.

YOUNG MAN
Yes, sir.

As the YOUNG MAN passes SCOTT, SCOTT says:

SCOTT
And don't stand by the door listening.

YOUNG MAN
Yes, sir.

NAHEEM watches the YOUNG MAN leave and close the door.

SCOTT turns to NAHEEM.

SCOTT
You know the story of the Edison
Trust?

NAHEEM steps into the office.

NAHEEM
Is this his office?

SCOTT
Do you know the story of the Trust?

NAHEEM sits, knowing he's going to have to placate SCOTT
before he can meet the money men.

He unbuttons his jacket as he sits back.

NAHEEM
Uh, yes, sure...you always had an
inordinate affinity for film and
film history...it has something to
do with that...yes?
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SCOTT
Edison created the Trust; bought as
many patents and brought in as many
rivals as he could and then he charged
a licensing fee for everything from
film stock to using the equipment to
simply being a part of the Trust-

NAHEEM
Scott-

SCOTT
Do you know what he did to those who
tried to work outside his Trust?

They look at each other a long moment.

NAHEEM
No.  What?

SCOTT
He would sue and litigate and hold
the fees of court costs over you
until you just decided to not do it
or you gave in.  Most times, he used
armed thugs to destroy the machinery
of his rivals and sometimes his rivals
themselves.

Short beat.

NAHEEM looks at him.

NAHEEM
Scott, what's your point?

SCOTT
My point is, most Americans think he
was a wise and gentle man.  He wasn't;
he was a ruthless capitalist and
businessman who would do anything to
control the things he knew most people
needed and would use in their everyday
lives.

Silence.

NAHEEM
So?

SCOTT
You're a good man, Naheem; a mentor
to me and one of the best men I have
the opportunity to call a friend.

(MORE)
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SCOTT (CONT'D)
(Short beat)

But you're going to have to do
things...if this technology is what
you think it will be...

NAHEEM
I'm a businessman, Scott.

Silence.

SCOTT looks at him and then taps the desk in front of him.

SCOTT
Very well.

They look at each other a long moment.

NAHEEM stands, pauses and steps slowly to the desk.

NAHEEM leans forward, gesturing SCOTT to lean towards him.

NAHEEM
(Low voice)

This is the business...I've
chosen...the path I've decided my
life would take...why the fuck do
you think I wouldn't know anything
about Edison and the Trust?

Silence.

NAHEEM (CONT'D)
This is our fucking livelihood.

Silence.

They stare at each other.

NAHEEM turns and moves towards the door.

SCOTT
I know you're a good man...at heart...

NAHEEM stops.

SCOTT (CONT'D)
And I know the rules you operate
around...but on this...I think you
may be stepping a bit out of your
comfort zone.

Short beat.

NAHEEM looks down a moment and then turns around.
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NAHEEM
You don't know what this is.

Silence.

SCOTT
But I see how passionate you are for
it.

NAHEEM looks at SCOTT a moment and then turns to SCOTT as he
buttons his jacket and gestures towards the office door.

NAHEEM
I think there's a young man who needs
to use his office.

SCOTT looks at NAHEEM.

SCOTT
Just know there are some things...that
might happen...

Beat.

NAHEEM
Do you mean between us?

Silence.

NAHEEM gestures to the door again.

NAHEEM (CONT'D)
Come on, let's go.

NAHEEM turns to the door.

SCOTT
There are others who've heard
already...

NAHEEM lets go of the handle and turns.

NAHEEM
What?

SCOTT nods his head.

SCOTT
Word travels fast...many others have
heard.

Silence.

And then, in a rare show of a chink in his armor:
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NAHEEM
(To himself)

Jesus...Christ-

NAHEEM breathes out heavily, looks down and then steels
himself and looks up.

NAHEEM (CONT'D)
Come on, let's go.

SCOTT moves back from around the desk.

NAHEEM exits the room.

SCOTT steps aside from the door to let the YOUNG MAN back
in.

SCOTT stops him.

SCOTT
Steve, right?

STEVE
Yeah.

SCOTT
I know you're bangin' Stephanie from
billing over there; you say one thing
about what you heard in here...your
wife will know you're banging her,
too.

Short beat.

SCOTT claps him on the side of the arm.

SCOTT (CONT'D)
Have a good day.

SCOTT leaves the room; STEVE watches him leave.
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